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Karen Murray - VF Corporation - President - Sportswear Coalition  
 
Hello, everyone. I'm really excited to talk to you today about Sportswear and Nautica. It is actually my first time talking to you as a 
group. I've talked to some of you individually, but it's my first time talking to you about Nautica's growth plans. And I'm going to give you 
a few examples of how the brand has evolved and grown over the past few years. 
 
VF Sportswear coalition in 2012 was at $577 million in revenues and will grow to $835 million by 2017, at an 8% CAGR. Growth is 
driven by both brands, Nautica, which represents about 85% of the coalition revenues today; and Kipling, which represents about 15% 
of coalition revenue. 
 
Nautica alone is expected to grow from $500 million in revenues in 2012 to $700 million in 2017 at a 7% CAGR. This business has 
continued to improve. The past two years' revenues have grown at 5% each year and we are projecting 8% this year, so we are 
confident we can hit the 7% growth goal. Our revenues are comprised of wholesale, outlet, e-commerce and royalties from our licensed 
businesses. 
 
Unlike all the other brands you will hear about today, Nautica has a large license business. In fact, on a global basis, the brand is over 
$1 billion. We are focusing today on four areas to grow. There is that X again. We're going to drive higher gross margins and build 
strong brand equity. The first concept focuses on leading in innovation and connecting with consumers, and I combine those two. 
 
Today, across men's sportswear, as you all know, there is a sea of sameness in many of the product categories. That is why men's 
sportswear is a low brand loyalty category with a high degree of substitutability. So when we look at the next five years, one of the most 
important things for Nautica is to enhance brand equity and loyalty through building a performance platform, which is new for the brand 
and differentiated products. 
 
As you've seen with all of our brands today, one of the great benefits of being part of the VF family is the ability to leverage our 
innovation and our strategy platform. Many brands are either true performance brand, high performance, or fashion brand. With 
Nautica, we merge fashion and function. Along these lines, I'm really excited to share with you how we execute this in one of the largest 
parts of the men's sportswear category, short sleeve neck. 
 
So let's take a look at our iconic deck shirt, hopefully, some of you will have seen that upstairs this morning. I would like to bring you 
through the evolution the past few years. Starting in 2011, we offered a basic 100% cotton deck shirt, not unlike any of the other men's 
sportswear brands out there. 
 
In 2012, we raised our game and created a performance deck shirt, a cotton/poly blend which maintained the hand feel of cotton but 
added every day benefit of breathability, moisture-wicking, easy care any UV protection. 
 
In 2013, we continued the evolution with the Performance Tech Pique. This is a 100% poly, but it offers a much more luxurious hand 
feel and the addition of quick dry. So over the past three years, by improving the deck shirt with performance characteristics, we've 
been able to increase the out-the-door price by over 20%. 
 
In fact, this category this year is up over 60%. To give you a sneak peek into next year, we're adding a signature stripe enhancement to 
the performance deck shirt. For spring '14, we are elevating our design detail to include a signature stripe placket and brighter trims and 
contrast logos, all identifiably Nautica. 
 
This shirt, by the way, comes in over 30 colors. We've conducted concept tests to assess this enhancement and product tested very, 
very well with consumers demonstrating higher purchase interest, differentiation, value perception and likability. We added 
technologies, for example, waterproofing and moisture-wicking into many of our different product categories. So while I'm showing you 
just one shirt, know that we've applied these technologies to many of our different categories. 
 
We are also adding marketing messages around differentiation. We will be introducing a new concept, which is due to launch again in 
spring '14, so two new concepts for spring '14. It is a new outerwear piece which will have the benefit of same feel technology, stretch, 
but like Scott, we don't call it out. It's breathable and it is waterproof. 
 
Again, hitting the sweet spot of style and function. And we will take that concept and then apply it to pants, to jeans, to many of our 
other product categories across-the-board. At the same time, we are also completing consumer segmentation work and that is just to 
understand, define and then target our consumer even better. 
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The next area I'd like to talk to you about to serve consumers directly is DTC, direct-to-consumer. We are working hard to drive this 
business to a greater percent of total and to increase overall brand controlled by investing in our e-commerce platform and introducing 
full price stores domestically. We have been and will continue to expand geographically with new flagship stores and with our key 
license and franchise partner. This is a major growth driver for us through 2017. 
 
Direct-to-consumer represents just over one third of our Nautica business today, through 88 outlet doors and our website. Wholesale 
will continue to remain a significant portion of our business. And of course, this is led by our partnership with Macy's. But DTC will grow 
to over 40% of our total business by 2017 and that's driven by comp store increases in our outlet business and growth in our 
nautica.com site and expansion, as I just mentioned, into full price retail in the United States. 
 
Nautica is launching a redesign site for fall '13. Menswear.com sales for other retailers in our space usually represent in menswear 10% 
of total business, while we are at less than 5%. So this does present a major opportunity for the Nautica brand. 
 
The goals of our new site are to create a better shopping experience, increase consumers' emotional connection to the brand. And to 
ensure that we reach these goals, we are leveraging utilization research in redevelopment of our site. We are incorporating product-
focused content around fit and styling to drive appeal, conversion and overall sales. 
 
In addition, our current website only serves domestic customers and we need to expand this globally. Our number two fan base 
happens to be Mexico, and we're not serving these customers today. Nautica has continued to expand its international footprint through 
our licensed business. Our international partners are incredibly important to our business. They represent about half of our license 
business today and are increasing as a percent to our total. We are today in 75 markets outside of the United States, and we have 220 
full price stores that look very similar to the one you see up on the screen in Panama City. 
 
Consumers in our international markets consider Nautica to be highly aspirational. It is seen as a very premium classic brand. We are 
finding this to be particularly true where Nautica has greater control over its distribution and the face of the brand is through this full 
priced flagship. To capitalize on these elevated image domestically, Nautica is planning to open full price stores in the US beginning in 
2014. 
 
Over the past year, we have incorporated a consumer insight into our launch plan and our store build out, which currently in 
development. So in summary, the last three years have been transformative in the way that Nautica thinks about consumer insight, how 
to address their needs through innovation and how we tell our brand story. Both Nautica and Kipling are focused on strategies that will 
help us win against competitors by growing share, increasing emotional connection, raising brand equity and delivering superior margin 
and ROI. This has begun to show in our financial results. 
 
Over the past two years, we've turned a corner in our financial performance, we've expanded the growth margins and added marketing 
investments and all while increasing our overall profitability. Our brands have grown steadily and we are so excited about the future of 
our businesses. 
 
And now, I'd like to introduce Susan Kellogg, well, that will bring you through all of our Contemporary businesses. Thank you. 
 


